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Employees are STUCK and STRESSED leading to deep 
disengagement, bare minimum effort, and high turnover. 

Charge up their 7 SUCCESS ENERGY CENTERS so they can 
get back on the right track, feel excited about the future again, 
and flow and grow toward CLEAR & EMPOWERED RESULTS!

Get the FREE Energy
NOW app for instant
Energy Hacks, courses,
team tools, and more.



SPEAKER EMCEE ADVISOR

WORK WITH KRISTEN BROWN, CSP

Bring your attendees a powerful speaker
who turns on and turns up your energy
centers right there in the room. Kristen

delivers customized and researched
content, engaging and relevant stories,

interactive and fun exercises, and
momentum-driving action steps. It is truly
an EXPERIENCE you don't want to miss!

Awesome breakout options too!

The Energy Experience
 Keynote Speaker

Bring energy, consistency, fun, and
actionability to your event! Kristen

immerses herself in your organization's
goals and industry so she can bring

relevant connections between speakers
and across event elements. Plus it frees
up your and your leaders' time so you
can focus on what's important to you
before, during, and after the event.

Your Energetic Emcee
for Awesome Events 

Partner with Kristen to identify your
event or meeting's Signature Energy so
your attendees engage, learn, and grow
before, during, and after your event. Plus

she can work with your speakers and
team to ensure their presentations are
memorable and drive the ideas and

actions that you want tied to your event's
critical Signature Energy.

Signature Energy  
Event & Speaker Advisor

Lead stronger and build culture for your organization.
Sell and serve more effectively for influence and impact.
Skyrocket creative thinking to drive innovation. 
Boost resilience to reduce stress and burnout. 
Elevate productivity and performance for results.
Make progress on your most important goals...and much more!

Kristen Brown, CSP delivers The Energy Experience to groups like
yours around the world. Her unique approach to energy in the
workplace gets you unstuck, engaged, productive, and back on track
and excited for what's next!
           Using customized interactive exercises, gamified fun, and 
           instant application to your unique situation you will charge    
           up your 7 SUCESS ENERGY CENTERS so you can FLOW! 

Kristen is a highly-experienced CSP (Certified Speaking Professional
designation held by only a few hundred speakers in the world!),
keynote speaker and emcee, bestselling author, 15-year corporate
leader, holistic Master's-level researcher and advisor, media host and
guest, and energy mastery expert who delivers relevant ideas and
experiences that drive results.

THE DETAILS: 
All programs are customized with your audience, budget, and goals in
mind. Add CE credits, books, emcee or panel facilitation, social media
takeovers, breakouts, sponsor engagement, speaker advisory, and
more to drive long-term results and ROI! Investment ranges
depending on length, number of sessions, consulting hours, etc. Groups
get ENERGY HACK PACKS and swag too!

CERTIFIED SPEAKER PRO FOR 14 YEARS
giving the audience entertaining delivery,
interactive engagement, and actionable
content that energizes growth.

CORPORATE LEADER FOR 15+ YEARS
working with the biggest brands on the
planet, small businesses, and start-ups...this
diversity giving her broad perspectives.

MARKET RESEARCHER AND DATA NERD
who shares insights in the media, her books, 
 and her customized Energy Experiences.

STAND-UP COMEDY AND IMPROV
TRAINING to ensure your group laughs,
engages, and has an open mind to ideas.

MASTER'S IN INTEGRAL THEORY      
 (the art & science of multiple perspectives)
and several certifications on holistic well-
being that inspire attendees to grow.

PERSONAL STORIES OF RESILIENCE 
 and change in her own life...she gets how to  

Fun Facts 
About Kristen

 

      drive forward and grow amidst stress and  
      help others do it too.


